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THE DEFINITION OF SK-XL-SC^LB INDUSTRY

Foreword

.In-the:-present paper,, the question of definition of small-scale industry is

*- discussed,'not... as-an.academic issue, .but as a concrete problem arising, princi

pally in =the .developing countries,,, in connexion with the formulation and imple-

* mentation of policies and programmes for.the development of this sector,

Smallness being a relative notion3 no generally acceptable numerical, defi

nition-can- even be sought, .Definitions, where adopted, vary.considerably, not

only from country to country, but even, sometimes, within the same country. Such

variety is entirely justified, since different formulations may be needed to meet

different -objectives or conditions,. Where a measure of .unification and agreement

ma?' be introduced is in the very concept of small-scale industry, that is, the

choice.-.of .components of the definition, and the differentiation of industry from

other- productive activities, characterized by a. "small" scale of operation^ which

are.:.frequently assimilated to it. The actual■ values assigned to the components

may-vary within a relatively broad range,

.In this papery investment in .fixed capital,is proposed as the base of the

definition, in .some cases, in combination with employment. Also, an attempt is

made to distinguish .small industry from artisan, handicraft and cottage industries,

While, it is hoped that the distinctions made would not give rise to theoretical

controversies, it. is realized.that.-their adoption might sometimes involve amend

ments to legislative..and administrative acts, Experience shows that, in a number

of cases, efforts to promote small industry..development have actually been hampered

by inadequate definitions. In view of. .this, the considerations expressed in this

paper are presented--as. a frame .of reference for..elaborating new policies and pro

grammes or assessing the effectiveness of :.existing. ones.

This paper is submitted to the Seminar on Industrial Estates in Africa be

cause,, .of. the assumption » on which sone"other seminar papers ■ are also'based - that,

in that region, as in other developing areas, 'industrial estates will be principally

devised for the promotion of small-scale industry. 'L part of the material submitted

to this Seminar :has been ■'■prepared with the-intention-of facilitating the integration

of industrial estate projects In 'over-all-policies and programmes- for the. .development

of small-scale' industries. The' question of definition-of small-scale- industry is

thus intimately related to the main subject :under discussion* . - ■. ; :- .
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THE DEFINITION OP SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY

The importance of the role of small-scale industries in industrialisaticn

programmes is gaining increasing recognition in the developing countries. .

Many-countries have taken the initiative in studying the .obstacles and.

handicaps which limit the growth' of: small industries and have introduced -,

special programmes of assistance to existing small establishments and forthe 4

stimulation and promotion'of new enterprises. In most cases Government

assistance, particularly in-the form of fiscal incentives and concessions,,

is available to all industries whethe'r small, medium, or large. But small-

scale industries are in need of certain.additional programmes of assistance.

because of their structural weakness and this palls for special action by ,

government authorities. Such action is aimed on the one hand at strengthen

ing small-scale industries by locating them; on .common sites, in. particular-In

industrial estates,' promoting co-operation and:complementary arrangements

among them and encouraging the establishment of subcontracting relationship

between them and large industries5 on the other hand at providing them with .

assistance, servicing and training through institutions especially set up

for this purpose such as'small "industries service'institutes, industrial

extension centres, financing institutions, etc. ' The-government•s action

tends essentially at assisting small industries to overcome the disadvantages

of smallness and achieve higher levels of efficiency- An essential pre

requisite of such action by the government is that the industries which have

the potential for development and which are in need of assistance can be

clearly identified and distinguished from others. Herein lies the importance

in'developing'countries of a formal definition of small-scale industry

based on precise and tangible criteria0 ■

Before examining these criteria, it will be useful to emphasise the

distinction between small-scale industry on the one side and the artisan,

handicraft and cottage industry sector on the other.

In some countries which have introduced programmes for their development,

small-scale industries have been grouped along with artisans, handicrafts

and cottage industries, which often resulted in considerable difficulties. .

in the administration, of development programmes and even limited their

usefulness. A common factor for these industries is the smallness of their

scale of operations % this has been, the justification in some countries

for including even small trades such as hairdressings laundry, etc. in

the category of small-scale industries. But problems of small-scale industries
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administration, of:development programmes and'even limited their usefulness.;....,; .r

A common factor for these.industries is the smallness of their scale of

operations; this has been the-justification'in some countries:for including-

even small trades-such as hairdressing, laundry, etc. in the categorytof small-.,

scale industries.' But problems of small-scale industries are quite, different

.from-those of small "trades, artisan crafts,, handicrafts, and service industries.,

and the policies and programmes for their development have also,.therefore,, to be

different, : ■■..'■ ■ ■■ . ■ ■ • ■ \ ■ ...''■.■

An important, distinction, between small-scale industries on the one "side"' ■

and artisans, handicrafts and cottage industries on the other, is that the

former represent technologically the "modern" sector of industries, i.e. industries

using advanced 'td'ols- and techniques, of production and management,, while the

latter'cling<to traditional'processes, equipment and products. In countries ■

where :sii3all-scale: industries have: been grouped along- with traditional industries, e.,

■ ^for^determining eligibility- 'to ;an" as'sistance programme, the definitions adopted

have been invariably designed^ to ; cover- the-smallest^sized establishments. For

example, in•a Latin American country, a law for defence, of artisans defines, an

artisan as a manual worker, master workman or independent worker who has an; ... .

investment in tools, machinery or raw materials of not more than, the equivalent,

of U.S. ■$1,000, employs not more than six workers and whose monthly sales do

not exceed the; equivalent of %150.M In that country^ artisan industries include

smallrscale industries, small trades and handicrafts,. all of which receive the'

same benefits under the Government's assistance programmes, which are mostly

in the form of fiscal concessions and incentives. The units receiving these

» Later regulations raised the capital limit for certain artisan groups:

mechanical work, equivalent of #9,000; shoemaking, men's tailoring and

hairdressing, $1,500; gold products and photography, $2,500.
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concessions ara anaxau^. to remain, within the limits of the definition so that

they do .not lose the benefits of Government .assistance, and even new enterprises

trv.to.remain within the definition.in order .to take advantage of the assistance

programmes... This is, an example of a. definition having the unexpected effect

of inhibiting expansion andgrowth of ■healthy small-scale enterprises, and

reducing the usefulness of the Government's promotion and development programmes.

There are many similar examples of difficulties' created by grouping■together_ :

enterprises with differing problems and characteristics. As essential:step,

therefore, for devising "proper development prb^ranimes for4'-'different LeCoriomic

groups is to adopt'i^eciserdeMnitioW fPom-: each ■■..■-

V'other,'; " "■ r^~'•■•■*■• ■ ■■■ - - *■-■■ :;i:1- "' ■ .■'-• .-■■'.■ -;;-. ^.j-- ■ ■::.■■.;-.; ■■-... .,./■■•.,■;■ -ix->->:'.-..

An artisan..'.industry is essentially one which is centred around a"'craftsinan '

with traditional .sjcills,, j .An artisan'may sdmetimes "hire helpers, but generally

there will.be ,no.<}iyisipn of labour in his" establishment. Artisans' invariably

stick to, traditional oopu^tioiis\3'uchwas'"cw^try,'<biacksinithy, pottery,, weaving,

etc. and.are reluctant, to change" their'crafts or'acquire"new'skills, -'Even :

though there is scope for technological improvements in these crafts, the ■■'■■■':---

PQSsibilities for transformation"into modern'manufacturing processes-are •■■'-■■■■-■■•■

comparatively; limited. : ' ''

■■:: ■ ::.-A cottage industry-is.manufacturing.,Garried out. in a.household in which ^

all the'/members: of the .family may^ sqanetimes participate H _It;is often a ___. ..

secondary occupation i©,,,wh,i'on,agricultural.-workers .engage in slack periods*

"Handicrafts are'' ofteri' described1 as 'covering all'- manually executed: ■'; . .y. :u.

productive operations. This description is certainly too loose since it might

lead tp ..including,, .several^small industries under the heading of handicrafts. ,
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A more rigorousjdj-stine.tion.between-.handicrafts ^andr- small-scale- industries, id' - ■ '

therefore called for and it is 'suggested "tha,t the tem-.handicraftsbe^sed :to' ■ ■ ■

refer only to cra£t.s.-which-require artistic ..skill in production .and whose .■.".■ ■

^products have., artistic and ornamental. .value., :-"- . -/.r ... \ ■ .■ : - ;■■■■■.-■■■■ ' \- .- ■■•. :

It is ■obvious that there will be considerable overlapping of types of'

activities within the grbup of"traditional industries/ viz/ artisan,

handicraft :and' cottage industries3 but the'traditional occupations as a group'"

should be clearly distinguished froa sciall-sbale industries' by the 'division"

of labour and the ""modern11 ■characteristics"of the1 latter;'" '■ ''" ' ' ■■-■'■■■■

The distinction between small industries on the, one side and mectf.ua and _ K^_

large industries on the other is one of size of establishment and scale of

operation ratherj thari;'-orie"of structural organization'and"type of operation.

In many cases ^smalihe'ss" may be ■■a'--s%afe- oi1 groVth. ""Industries nay"start

small and may grow''in terms""of Wmployment/ hlzQ'-'ot ;plant;'and' equipment 'and—■■■■"" —'-

volume and range of output,, Some industries may always,-remain-small,-.though1 "i.^ .:

not necessarily weajc,, because.,of certain competitive advantages, afforded by

small-scale operation., . Some.may,be;.linked with large, industries by.^complementary^

relationships^ ... ; ... ....■..."..■... ■ ■■.... -. . :. ,. -,.. .-■„., *■-.■■ ., ■-.'-■■ ,...,.:..,

Different criteria:.are being'.usqcL iii/dif^ere^:.epuntries; fo^..determining :;,-.-.,

the size of industrial establishments: apd; the^sqale. of ,their.: operationsj ■ chief^ . .,,. -.

among them axe- enployment,, (capital:investment-.-- ..either; total or fi^xed .capital,.,.,.,;.

only - volme of.,sales and'..consumption .of ;ppwerfl. : The.se criteria.are used either _;

singly or in combination with one another, with different ceilings in different

countries,, Before proceeding to discuss the merits of the different criteria,

a brief ret©rs,nce.'will.be .mde .tio.-.'distinctiojis which are -sometimes introduce^: , v -

between s^3:l-^-lar^.-inaA^tri©sUn^hk:^^ functional-or structural'

characteristics of tho formern
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An important-characteristic of a. small industry which distinguishes it

from a large industry is that-it. has relatively little specialization in
"2/ - -.

management. An extreme view^. is1 .that a business ceases to be small

it can no longer be managed by one person. This generalization is, of course,

excessive but it is. true that one-man management is a feature of many small-scale

industries* Other distinguishing characteristics of small-scale industries

have been suggested, such .as close personal contact of the manager with workers,

customers and suppliers, lack of access to capital through the organized

securities market, absence of a dominant position in a major product market * '■

and close integration with the local community because of local ownership,

■ .-V ■■■■'■■.■■ ■ . - 3/ : ■■
management, raw material sources or market.-' There are nany other ■ -; . .

characteristics of small firms, but. all of them are useful in describing small-

scale industries an&:.cannot .serve as criteria for defining them, A definition,

as already stated^ should,have precise and tangible criteria; otherwise it

would be impracticable- in_operation.. ....

In the vast majority of countries which have adopted a formal definition .

for small-scale industry, the main"criterion is the number of workers in the

establishment. The employment criterion is often used along with other criteria .

such as capital investment, use of power, etc;:. *:For example,, in Indias the

definition of small-scale "industries'was-,, until 1960^ industries with fixed . .

capital investment of not more-than Rs. 500,000 (about ^100,000), and employment

of not more than fifty workers per shift if power is used, and-not more than

21 S. Dans Hiram "ftit is Small Business? A Suggested Criterion Illustrated with
Data-from, the Wool .Textile-Industry.." Explorations in Entrepreneural History*

Vol. 7, No. 3, 1955, pp. 174-179, ' :

» Eugene Staley - Foreword to Snail Industry Development Organizations

Stanford Research Institute, California, 1959* p. VI.
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one hundred workers per shift .if .power is not, used. ..JMuch lower lirjits of.

employment .were . suggested ..by a Working Party, at .the .fourth session .of the

Comrp-ttee on Industry and Trade of the Economic Commission for itsia and th

Far East held in January 1952, '"According "to this recommendation a small-scale

industry is" "one-which" is "operated' naihly with hired labour usually"not

exceeding'"fifty workers In any'" establishment or; unit "not 'using ainy'"ia6\iv©' power

in^any 6peration,: or "twenty worker's" in an"""establishment 'or'1unit'affiLh£ such"1' ' ';

power11^.' "ifn' Turkey,' industries'" employing' less' than'ten workers "ah^ us'ingiJlbss

than 10 H.P."'of electricity have'been classified'as small indusiiries'f6rY;'w"

statistical piirposeb^ lh":the'United'Arab Republic,' small" industries-have ■'■-'■ '-■'■

been'defihe'd'a'k' thoWe^'riaving a'"'total capital1-investment -of ■less1 thin-IE lO'^OOO'

* ;" "($23,0O0)Jor totaf'employment'of-less thanfifty worker"s/:v"' -i"1' ■■"■■ ■■^/-1""

, .These definitions, are illustrative of the wide differences in the use, o£

the employment criterion, < For obvious reasons, the ceilings on employment vary

from country /to country^ 'and it is neither practical nor even necessary to"

aim at .any uniformity in tiiis standard,"But the definitions quoted above" show-

wide variations not merely in the' employment ceilings, but also'iri^the

combination of employment with other' factors as criteria for ''definition'. --In1- '

some cases, employment is "'considered along' with" "fixed "capital,: in some 'along -

with total capital and in some as an'alternative to "the capital "criterion,

Further, the capital-employment ratios indirectly implied in these definitions

:E-corio:mic ■ CiQmFsUsion. ■£op^s^a ,an4,the.Far.Sast -..."Definition .and ., .
^Classification of Cottage and Small-Scale Industries". E/GN.n/I&T/CIWP2/5 -

r195'2li "■'" '■■'"■"" ";"':;; ;i"-'■■■"'■■■■■■ '■' ' ■' ■:"- '■■ ; ■- " -■" ■■■- "•■ ■ ■■' '-'■' --■

In the United States, a"firm is "recognized as a'small'business for Government
stores- purchase programmes if it employs less than 500 workers; firms with
less than 250 workers are recognized as small for purposes of financial
assistance. In Japan, industries employing less than 300 workers (and in
some cases with a capital ceiling of 10 million yen (about $28,000)) are
recognized as small-scale industries.
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also show -wide variations.

It is important to consider whether employment, which is the'mdst' widely

used criterion, is the best suited for defining smaii-scaUevindustries'in ! '■

developing countries, cither by itsolf or in combination wxth other criteria/

The employment criterion has s.omo obvious advantages. Industrial employment

.data arc widely available .They arc required for a variety of administrative

purposes such.as administration of factory acts, municipal regulations, social

.security rules,oetc. and it is easy to .group industries .on the basis of .^

employment. But the main, defect .pf the. employment criterion is that a

definition based solely on it may not reveal the real size and scale of .

operation of.an.establishmento There are several industries which require

high capital investment, but .only a small.number of workers,, and-it may not

be correct to classify such industries as small-scale merely on the basis of

employment,. Conversely, there are several industries which require very limited

capital but a large number of workers, and if may not "be correct to exclude

them from the category of small-scale industry. If' a definition is based

only on employment, it may result in including within the group of small-scale

industry very -large firms with heavy capital investment and low employment,'

together with small establishments with.small capital investment and relatively

high employment*. This would certainly defeat the very purpose of the

definition,. ....

One solution to this problem, adopted in several countries, is to adopt

a definition based on both employment and capital. However, even this has' — ■

■ some disadvantages, : The experience in India --which'had a working, definition

based on both criteria - showed that in certain circumstances this resulted

in limiting the scope.for additional employment. In some cases, small-scale
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industries receiving .the..benefits.: of ..government ..assistance .programmes^ such as .;

technical guidance.^,.liberalized credit ■facil'ities?..-etc>;;were--reluctant, to .

employ workers over the:. limits- prescribe^Y.-J-n-the definition,.- even though,- . .

„, they required the. .services of; additional.labour., because, they did .not..want

to lose these-.benef.its by exceeding the. definition's .limits... These were smallf

» industries which- could,increase./the.ir- production by, employing more workers

without increasing their capital-iny.estraentj but had. not,.b..ecome strong _ w_ . .

enough to dispense-/wit;h ;the benefits of -thq assistance schemes* In India?

as in most otheir developing countries where .unemployment., is. a: serious, problem, .

raising employment.!is=.one of the .important objectives of the .small industry. ...

development prograran.es, .-and the-.Government is keerLin encouraging, industrial ,

establishments -.tp; maximize ,eaploynent::consistent with the, requirements of . ,.

production .efficiency^; Thus, whe^-:the,.Goverament .decided, to, remove^ the^ ^ , .

ceiling on employment--.from the; definition,--,.it. did.:so in .prder tp ..provide an . _._

incentive to small industries to.-, employ more, workers-without, .losing the.. .

advantages of the assistance pro;grai;mies^. .The: present; definition.of. .small- . . .

scale industr-y in India-is-based,:only on capital.investment (..ceiling is, ,

RsP 500,000) without-.any limt .on employment,, and the^;Government's. expectation

is that this ^will encourage small industries-to epiploy more .people without

increasing ^capital; investment- -proportionately, - Obviously, this .argument

will be particularly relevant .in countries where .unemployment, is very acute. _

However, even in-.-'.countries where unemployment.,is-less serious, and where there

are special reasons^-isuch- as;, administrative., convenience, for ^adopting the

employment criterion,-it:-.may:be; necessary, ..for the, re.asons already, explained,

to use the employment ;criterion.-in-.combination.with capital investment and not

as an alternative .to it, - :■ ■■, ■ ■ .... ■ .. . . , ■.-. .. ... . .
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The next question for consideration is whether capital investment as .a

criterion for the definition of small-scale industry should be total capital, .

that is, fixed assets and working capital, or fixed assets only, viz.

land, building, machinery and equipment. The main-argument for excluding .

working capital is that a proper assessment' of the size and scale of operation

of a firm will not be possible if factors such as cost of raw materials, .direct,

labour, manufacturing and administrative overheads, etc. are taken ant6- . :

account. There are several industries which require only'small fixed capital

investment, but very high working capital; if working capital is included along

with fixed capital, they may fall outside the definition of small industry * ■ ■.

even though they may be typical small industries. Again, the costs of .the

elements constituting working capital may vary considerably from firm to firm,

depending upon the structure and efficiency of -managements--turnover arrangements

and other factors. On' the other hand, fixed capital-admits of more tangible

and definite assessment with comparatively less scope for variation.

In adopting a definition based.on both fixed capital-and employment, it

is important that the implicit ratio between the two should be a rational one.,

The definition should, at least roughly, reflect .the capital-employment ratio

relevant to the conditions prevalent in the country..-Wiile no ratio of uniform,

applicability can be suggested, a ceiling of-fifty workers for a (fixed) capital

ceiling of $100,000 would seem to be appropriate in-many cases.

It is not possible to suggest-any ceiling for capita investment which

would have uniform applicability. Such- a 'Ceiling should' be decided: taking into

account the problems and levels of industrial development in. the countries con

cerned and the objectives laid down by the Government for the development..pro

grammes of small-scale industry. However, the capital ceiling should be suffi

ciently high if a quick process of modernization and mechanization in the small

industry sector is to be encouraged. There is great scope for promotion of
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and parts

2 1t?\1S^r^ ^ ^ ™—rs °f a wide ranged consUiaer
and certaxn type, of producer goods of high quality and sfcndard. To .^J
-all xndustrxes should be encouraged to equip twelves with Mern tools
mchxnery. Thus, the ^^ celling ^^ f^ ^ ^^ ^^^ -

rugh ** :mble
the, need for functioning on efficient Unes. The- actual l^t of

^ent in the definition ls a .atterfor each county to, decid. taki
account its' special needs and circumstances. . •-, ■

. Definitions.baaed.on:criteria such as value of sales, floor are, of

or ^nt, y of „ consumed - which have soineti!ae, been proposed - are c

xrratxonal and unscientific even in conbination.with.other factors. Thesa
orxteria vary so ouch with the type and nature of manufacturing activities that
they cannot faithfully reflect the size or scale Qf an industry. . ' ' '

:
adequate flexibility in the practical .Application of the definition. As observed
earlxer, the importance of a definition in a developing country ±B that it-

holps to indentify a group of industries with colteon characteristics'^ p,oble,s
and facxlxtates the administration of ;assist^ce -progr^es. ! It .ay oft,n !be
necessary to vary the criteria or the ceiling of ,toe components Mthin^he dSfi_

nxtionfor various types of assistance' prog«s. ^ For exaople/there can be
one capital ceiling for determining adndssxon to industrial estates and-noth^ -

for free technical services. There can even be different rates of interest and

dxfferent teras of credit faculties, for different size-groups of SQall industries.
A defxnition should also be flexible enough to admit an easy adjustment to

cope «xth the growing requirements of industrial development. In some countries

defxmtion^have a legal basis, but even in such cases there should be adequate

6/ -
-/ /See page 12/
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flexibility- in making changes and amendmentsvin-the course of time, ^ good

definition is one which is precise and■cle'ar^without being rigid, and which '

takes into account the. changing conditions arid problems of industrial develop-

ment in the" country. ■ ■ " ' ; . .

-J In-India■ the capital .veiling of Rs.500,000in the definition .for small-scale -.
industries can be relaxed u'p to Rs. 1,000,000 in respect of small industries

working as anciliaries to large industries. The capital:requirements of such
small industries are much higher than those of other small industries and in

order to encourage snail industries to function in ancillary relationship

with largo industries, this higher limit has been!.pr.esaribed. At present this

relaxation is applied to ancillary units manufacturing components and parts
for the following industries: ' :■■.-*■■•.-

1« Industrial'-machinery including textile machinery;
2. -agricultural; and earth 'noving machinery;'

3. Machine tools;. ... . .

4. Industrial, scientific and mathematical instruments (mechanical);

5. Locomotives, and rolling-stocks,, ships and aircrafts;

6. ' Bicycles; ..,..;
7« Boilers1 and steam-generating'plants;

. .$, Steam.engines, turbine and-internal combustion engines;
9-. automobiles; . . ■ - ■

10. Commercial office and household equipment;

.13-.,.. Electrical machinery, equipment and appliances;

12, Tele-coiarnunication equipment] ■..-..■ ■ ■

13* Industrial instruments '(electrical); , ,.- ,,

14. Radios and electric equipment; and

15. air-conditioners and cold storage equipment including refrigerators.

See also .footnote 5. ■'"'" ''■'-'■


